
THE IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD EDUCATION

Abstract: I believe that every student is different but special in their own way. Every student should be instilled with good
values so that they can.

He can do it with ease as there are books available to learn that language. I think if you are a good effective
teacher who cares about your students then everything else will fall into place such as them growing up and
taking charge of their own life. It turns the minds towards positivity in the life and removes all the mental
problems and negativity. In our childhood, we get first impression of education from our home especially form
our mother. Change is the end result of all true learning. Sometimes I feel when we go through certain things
we are being tested. Diversity When you have diverse students in your class and there always will be, it is
really just a way of thinking that all students are different but in their own way. I will further discuss the
public and private benefits of education As research have shown the state of Georgia does allocate fund to
public institution to foster and encourage more students to enroll and graduate from college The aim of
education is the knowledge, not of facts, but of values. It also helps in day to day activities like banking,
shopping and money transaction. She says that schools in Finland believe in engaging more in creativity than
taking standardized tests. So education helps us use technology in the better way. Different types of
technology will be used to help aid in the learning process. This knowledge will help to build boundaries
around us to follow the rules so that we have a peaceful life. Having an education makes a person well
informed about his rights and his responsibilities. Teachers have to work hard to try and meet the needs of all
their students. Improvement of technology: Advances in medicine, war equipment, technology were possible
due to constant exploration and research. They will start to learn from their mistakes. Many people of middle
and lower income groups have a better lifestyle through proper education. The teacher and parents need to
work together so that they are both in agreeance on things and in making sure the child is doing what they are
supposed to. Open discussions will be used because each student needs to feel comfortable sharing their ideas
and among others in the class. As mothers and teachers we should want our children to grow up to be good
citizens and future leaders. It is not about making people literate, as literacy is entirely different from
education. Abstract: I believe that every student is different but special in their own way. It is the primary aim
of getting an education; to expand our knowledge. People with higher education in science, mathematics, and
technology can do this. Together with our global community, we aim to empower the lives of million learners
annually by through: Access: We will help enable access to high quality education leading to defined learner
outcomes. Today the sole objective of getting an education has been reduced to earning money and nothing
more. It makes us able to become a good learner and understand every aspect on life. Develop a passion for
learning. Arriving on time is important because missing parts of the instruction can lead to not understanding
the assignments. If we are educated we should respect all living being, but why do people still kill cows and
other animals on a regular basis? Hence, education can guarantee a better lifestyle. Issues of Importance
Growing up I always knew I wanted to work to help children in some way but I was not sure where I would
end up in the process. Every parent tells their kids from childhood about the importance of education in the
life and all the advantages of education to make their mind towards better study in the future. Knowledge
gained throughout the education period enables each and every individual confident about their life. They
prepare lesson plans that is used as a guide to teach the students. Education is important for children because
they are the future of the world and they should be updated with current affairs.


